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Overview 

28/4/2021

The past year+ has been quite challenging for everybody… 
Nonetheless, the team maintained a good spirit and produced fantastic results :) 
We meet every week, with students reports and regular discussions 
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Team and achievements in a nutshell

28/4/2021

During this challenging year, the team: 
• congratulated two new doctors: Hannah and Matt (now a PDRA at 

Liverpool still in ATLAS) 
• welcomed three new PhD students: Ting, Sam and Conor 
• complemented our activities with a grant on Machine Learning and 

explainable AI (MD, Cristiano, based also upon Hamish work) and of 
course contributed to the CG 

• got new leadership roles within ATLAS, ATLAS UK and key HEP-
wide panels 

- Carl: ATLAS UK Physics Coordinator (was Exotics convenor till 2020)
- Jan: ATLAS PMG Convener (was also PubCom member)
- Nikos: LHC-wide convener of Extended Higgs sectors 
- Cristiano: SCT software coordinator 
- Uta: Z-counting Luminosity group leader
- Monica: PPAP member 
- Max: UK ECFA chair, rECFA and PPTAP member (was CB ATLAS 

chair for 2017-2020)

• had members on editorial boards responsible for ATLAS publications 
• presented at key conferences (ICHEP, LHCP, Moriond…)

Group members developed and led data 
analyses for more than 10 papers published 
in the past year and contributed to several 
general tasks (also in ATLAS upgrade, see 
Helens talk)  

à in this talk, a brief summary is given with 
studies in progress 
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Physics activities 

28/4/2021

Liverpool leads key areas of the ATLAS physics programme, pursuing different 
routes to uncover NP through: 
• Higgs boson studies (SM and BSM) and searches for di-Higgs production; 
• Searches for SUSY, DM and Hidden Sectors; 
• Searches for Z’, W’, leptoquarks but also LFV dedicated studies; 
• Precise measurements such as W-mass and Drell-Yan cross sections. 

We also contribute to the operation of the experiment, in particular: 
• SCT operations and software 
• Monte Carlo generators development 
• Analysis software
• heavy flavour tagging, reconstruction of key physics objects and estimate of 

luminosity 
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SM HIGGS BOSON PHYSICS

28/4/2021

Since the Higgs discovery in 2012, studies of its 
properties are at the core of our programme
Recent (2020) results include searches for the 
rare h à µµ decays and for the even rarer hàee
or the exotic LFV hàeµ decays 
Andy, Jan, Hanna PhD 

P
LB

 801 (2020) 135148

PLB 812 (2021) 135980
For hàleptons, more work is in progress on 
• Run 2 hàet/µt Carl, Uta (Joseph)
• Run 3 hàµµ Andy, Jan

For higgs decaying into quarks, studies are 
on-going / planned to: 
• measure differential cross sections of 

hàbb in Vh production  Andy, Ting PhD
• search for rare hàcc decays Andy

using Run 2 and Run 3 data 
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In all cases, exploit Liv expertise on leptons reconstruction and b/c-tagging 
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• Di-Higgs provides only direct measurement of λHHH à crucial test of 
higgs potential and EWSB

• bbττ channel offers good balance of BR vs background
• Liverpool led previous result with 36/fb, giving world best result at that time

Carl, Nikos, Jordan PhD, and Matt - now joining the effort as PDRA

• Currently focusing on full run-2 result in τlepτhad channel
• Many improvements: Better b-tagging and τ ID; Improved 

systematic treatment; Improved MVA techniques, … 

• Aiming for public x-sec results for EPS 2021
• See also Jordan's IoP talk

• Followed by second non-res paper focusing on λHHH scan 
with EFT constraints & HH combination paper (Matt joining)

• Should get close to ~2x SM

SM HIGGS BOSON PHYSICS: DI-HIGGS
σSM = 

31.05 / fb

2015+16 result:
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See also Jordan's talk at this meeting
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BSM HIGGS BOSON PHYSICS

28/4/2021 Monica, ATLAS Liverpool

Heavier Higgs bosons are predicted by several 
New Physics models (SUSY MSSM but also 
extended Higgs sectors, 2HDM models etc). 

At Liverpool, we searched for a heavy Higgs boson 
decaying into a Z boson and another heavy Higgs 
boson in the ℓℓbb and ℓℓWW final states 
Nikos, Alan PhD

Exotics decays of the Higgs boson are also 
predicted in several SM extensions. Here, we search 
for Higgs decaying into axion-like particles (ALPs) 

More decay modes under studies (Nikos)

ALPs pseudo-scalar 
particles: mass 0.1-10 GeV

m [GeV]

2 close-by photons

Cristiano, Nikos, Adam R PhD

• Results expected for Autumn 2021 (see IoP talk).
• Plan to extended to long-lived axions 

à displaced photons 

new analysis in ATLAS

7See also Adam R's talk at this meeting

arXiv:2011.05639
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Higgs, dark matter and dark sectors 

28/4/2021

The higgs boson could be a ‘portal’ to DM, if 
being the only particle that interacts with that

Monica, ATLAS Liverpool

Table 78: Comparison of prospective 95% C.L. limits on the Higgs signal strength for SM final states,
2

(1 � BRinv), and the invisible Higgs decay rate, BRinv (assuming SM Higgs couplings,  = 1), for
HL-LHC scenarios S1 and S2, LHeC, and the combination of LHeC and HL-LHC (assuming scenario
S2). First (second) row shows the results obtained in the fit parametrisation (i) [(ii)].

fit setup quantity HL-LHC S1 HL-LHC S2 LHeC LHeC � HL-LHC S2

(, BRinv)
2

(1 � BRinv) � 0.933 � 0.958 � 0.959 � 0.967

BRinv ( ⌘ 1)  6.7%  4.2%  4.1%  3.3%

(, g, � , BRinv)
2

(1 � BRinv) � 0.930 � 0.954 � 0.959 � 0.966

BRinv ( ⌘ 1)  7.0%  4.6%  4.1%  3.4%

At the LHeC the prospective indirect Higgs rate constraints are comparable to the HL-LHC S2
prospects, reaching a precision of � . (2.1 � 2.3)% independently of the invisible Higgs decay rate,
in both fit parametrisations considered here.88 On the other hand, the direct invisible Higgs searches at
the LHeC are weaker than at the HL-LHC. In combination with the HL-LHC (assuming future scenario
S2), the bounds from the Higgs rates can further be improved to coupling deviations of � . 1.7%.

Compared with the sensitivity of Higgs rate measurements during Run 1 of the LHC [144] to the
invisible decay rate, BRinv . O(20%) (at 95% C.L.), we find that the sensitivity improves by roughly
a factor of 3–5 at the HL-LHC (depending on the evolution of systematic uncertainties). In combination
with LHeC results we expect the indirect limit to improve by a factor of up to 6.

6.3 Higgs portal interpretations
6.3.1 Minimal Higgs Portal
In the minimal Higgs portal model, we impose a quartic interaction of the SM Higgs doublet field H
with the DM field, which could be either a scalar (S) [572], a vector (V µ) [573] or a fermion (�) [574]
(see Refs. [575, 576] for a comprehensive overview):

L � �
1
4�hSSH†HS2

(scalar DM) or (127)

L � +
1
4�hV V H†HVµV µ

(vector DM) or (128)

L � �
1
4

�h��

⇤ H†H�̄� (fermion DM), (129)

respectively. Besides these operators the Lagrangian contains an explicit mass term of the DM field,
allowing us to use the mass of the DM particle, MDM, as a free model parameter. In addition, the
Lagrangian L contains DM self-interaction operators, however, these are irrelevant to our study.

If DM is light, MDM < MH/2 ' 62.5GeV, the above interactions lead to the invisible Higgs
decay into two DM particles. An upper limit on BRinv can therefore be translated into an upper limit on
the portal coupling � of above operators, Eqs. (127)-(129), depending on MDM. At the same time, the
portal coupling � governs the DM phenomenology. For DM masses MDM . MH/2 the relic abundance
of the DM particles is driven by the s-channel annihilation through the exchange of the Higgs boson.89

As the DM–nucleon elastic scattering amplitudes are directly proportional to the portal coupling [575],
it can be additionally constrained by DM direct detection experiments. These are sensitive to the elastic
scattering of the DM particles with nuclei, mediated by the Higgs boson. Hence, in turn, the upper limit
on � can be translated into an upper limit on the (spin-independent) DM-nucleon scattering cross section,
�DM�nucleon (see Refs. [575, 576]).

88The complementarity of LHeC and HL-LHC Higgs rate measurements is much stronger in more general coupling fit setups,
e.g., when independent scale factors for the Higgs-W -W and Higgs-Z-Z couplings are considered [564].

89Assuming a standard cosmological history and thermal freeze-out dark matter, the minimal Higgs portal scenario with light
DM is tightly constrained, with only a narrow mass range around MDM ' MH/2 being allowed. However, this can be relaxed
in alternative cosmological scenarios and DM production mechanisms, see e.g. Refs. [577, 578, 579].

193

Higgs to invisible 
constraints can be 
translated in terms of 
upper limits on sDM-
nucleon

@Liverpool, we are currently 
finalizing studies of Z+higgs
associated production, with the 
higgs decaying invisibly
• use dilepton+ETmiss signature
• Exploit BDT to maximize 

sensitivity and data in control 
regions to estimate at best SM 
background 

• Paper expected for June
• Also sensitive to several dark

matter simplified models
Andy, Matt, Monica, Eloisa PhD

See also Eloisa's talk at this meeting
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Higgs, dark matter and dark sectors 

28/4/2021

The Higgs could be the only portal to hidden sectors 
We study also higgs decays into dark photons  

Monica, ATLAS Liverpool

Cristiano, Monica, Alessandro PhD

See also Alessandro's talk at this meeting 9

portals
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FIG. 1: �+ /E production channels for LDM coupled through
a light mediator. Left: Resonant ⌥(3S) production, followed
by decay to � + �� through an on- or o↵-shell mediator.
Right: The focus of this paper – non-resonant � + �� pro-
duction in e+e� collisions, through an on- or o↵-shell light
mediator A0(⇤). (Note that in this paper, the symbol A0 is
used for vector, pseudo-vector, scalar, and pseudo-scalar me-
diators.)

a mono-photon trigger during the entire course of data
taking.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we give a brief theoretical overview of LDM coupled
through a light mediator. Sec. III contains a more de-
tailed discussion of the production of such LDM at low-
energy e+e� colliders. In Sec. IV we describe the BABAR
search [37], and extend the results to place constraints
on LDM. In Sec. V we compare our results to existing
constraints such as LEP, rare decays, beam-dump exper-
iments, and direct detection experiments. In Sec. VI we
estimate the reach of a similar search in a future e+e�

collider such as Belle II. We conclude in Sec. VII. A short
appendix discusses the constraints on invisibly decaying
hidden photons for some additional scenarios.

II. LIGHT DARK MATTER WITH A LIGHT
MEDIATOR

A LDM particle, in a hidden sector that couples weakly
to ordinary matter through a light, neutral boson (the
mediator), is part of many well-motivated frameworks
that have received significant theoretical and experimen-
tal attention in recent years, see e.g. [38–55] and refer-
ences therein. A light mediator may play a significant
role in setting the DM relic density [56, 57], or in alle-
viating possible problems with small-scale structure in
⇤CDM cosmology [58, 59].

The hidden sector may generally contain a multitude of
states with complicated interactions among themselves.
However, for the context of this paper, it is su�cient
to characterize it by a simple model with just two parti-
cles, the DM particle � and the mediator A0 (which, with
abuse of notation, may refer to a generic (pseudo-)vector,
or (pseudo-)scalar, and does not necessarily indicate a
hidden photon), and four parameters:

(i) m� (the DM mass)

(ii) mA0 (the mediator mass)

(iii) ge (the coupling of the mediator to electrons)

(iv) g� (the coupling of the mediator to DM).

In most of the parameter space only restricted combi-
nations of these four parameters are relevant for �� pro-
duction in e+e� collisions; we describe this in more detail
in Sec. III. The spin and CP properties of the mediator
and DM particles also have a (very) limited e↵ect on their
production rates, but will have a more significant e↵ect
on comparisons to other experimental constraints, as will
the couplings of the mediator to other SM particles. For
the rest of the paper, the “dark matter” particle, �, can
be taken to represent any hidden-sector state that couples
to the mediator and is invisible in detectors; in particu-
lar, it does not have to be a (dominant) component of
the DM.

The simplest example of such a setup is DM that does
not interact with the SM forces, but that nevertheless
has interactions with ordinary matter through a hidden
photon. In this scenario, the A0 is the massive mediator
of a broken Abelian gauge group, U(1)0, in the hidden
sector, and has a small kinetic mixing, "/ cos ✓W , with
SM hypercharge, U(1)Y [42–44, 56, 60–62]. SM fermions
with charge qi couple to the A0 with coupling strength
ge = " e qi. The variables ", g�, m�, and mA0 are the free
parameters of the model. We restrict

g� <
p

4⇡ , (perturbativity) (1)

in order to guarantee calculability of the model. Such a
constraint is also equivalent to imposing �A0/mA0 . 1
which is necessary for the A0 to have a particle descrip-
tion. We will refer in the following to this restriction as
the “perturbativity” constraint.

In this paper, we discuss this prototype model as well
as more general LDM models with vector, pseudo-vector,
scalar, and pseudo-scalar mediators. We stress that in
UV complete models, scalar and pseudo-scalar medi-
ators generically couple to SM fermions through mix-
ing with a Higgs boson, and consequently their cou-
pling to electrons is proportional to the electron Yukawa,
ge / ye ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�6. As a result, low-energy e+e� col-
liders are realistically unlikely to be sensitive to them.
Nonetheless, since more intricate scalar sectors may al-
low for significantly larger couplings, we include them for
completeness.

For simplicity we consider only fermionic LDM, as the
di↵erences between fermion and scalar production are
very minor. We do not consider models with a t-channel
mediator (such as light neutralino production through
selectron exchange). In these, the mediator would be
electrically charged and so could not be light.

III. PRODUCTION OF LIGHT DARK MATTER
AT e+e� COLLIDERS

Fig. 1 illustrates the production of � + /E events at
low-energy e+e� colliders in LDM scenarios. The chan-
nel shown on the left of Fig. 1 is the resonant production
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FIG. 1: �+ /E production channels for LDM coupled through
a light mediator. Left: Resonant ⌥(3S) production, followed
by decay to � + �� through an on- or o↵-shell mediator.
Right: The focus of this paper – non-resonant � + �� pro-
duction in e+e� collisions, through an on- or o↵-shell light
mediator A0(⇤). (Note that in this paper, the symbol A0 is
used for vector, pseudo-vector, scalar, and pseudo-scalar me-
diators.)
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Displaced Dark Photon Jets Analysis 
‣ !D from SM-like Higgs boson decay (Higgs 

portal models)  

‣ assume a BR of the Higgs to dark particles 
around 10% to evade the current 
constraints

‣ very unconventional topology: 
two collimated structures of 
leptons or light hadrons: Dark 
Photon Jets (DPJ)

Alessandro Biondini                             Liverpool Weekly Meeting 3Alessandro Biondini                             Exotics UEH Meeting 3Alessandro Biondini                             Liverpool HEP Meeting3

‣ We consider the FRVZ benchmark 
model, which implies the presence 
of other dark sector particles 

‣ the analysis is sensitive also to 
generic decays through dark scalars 
of the Higgs boson

‣ first time exploiting Higgs 
associated W production (WH) 
and vector boson fusion (VBF)  

‣ earlier results only considered 
gluon gluon Fusion (ggF) 

full Run-II analysis (2015-18 dataset): 

‣ ggF: exclusion on !D muonic decays 

‣ WH: focus on !D decays to "/h: aim for a first exclusion 

‣ extend mass coverage:  

‣ improve hadronic DPJ selection with a convolutional neural 
network (CNN) tagger

2 me < m�d < 15 GeV

very unconventional topology: two 
collimated structures of leptons or light 
hadrons: Dark Photon Jets (DPJ) 

full Run-II analysis (2015-18 dataset): 
• ggF: exclusion on 𝜸D muonic decays
• WH: focus on 𝜸D decays to 𝒆/h: 

à aim for a first exclusion 

improve hadronic DPJ selection with a 
convolutional neural network (CNN) 
tagger that uses 3D jet images 

Alessandro Biondini                 10               Liverpool HEP Christmas Meeting Alessandro Biondini                                Liverpool ATLAS weekly Meeting 55Alessandro Biondini                                Exotics UEH Subgroup Meeting 5Alessandro Biondini                             ATLAS Liverpool Meeting 5Alessandro Biondini                             Exotics UEH Meeting 5Alessandro Biondini                             Liverpool Weekly Meeting 5Alessandro Biondini                             Exotics UEH Meeting 5Alessandro Biondini                             Liverpool HEP Meeting5

Displaced DPJ: CNN tagger

CNN

‣ From each jet three 3D images are 
produced 

‣ 3D images are !-!-Calo_layer maps 
(around the jet axis) of caloclusters 
associated to the jet 

‣ network trained using ggF signal and 
multi-jet background samples 

‣ same performances in separating WH 
signal and V+jets background

2015-16 analysis  
BDT



Searches for SUSY and dark matter
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Dark matter candidates are of course predicted by SUSY models
We study that looking at both strong sectors (third generation squarks like sbottom) and 
EWK sector (chargino and neutralinos decaying in higgs, lepton and missing transverse 
momentum) Monica, Hamish PhD

Search in bb+Missing ET final states

Use specialized BDT 
techniques to target 
difficult-to-reach 
scenarios for DM and 
SUSY

Other decay modes 
involving higgs bosons 
published earlier this 
year

arXiv:2101.12527
Accepted by JHEP

JHEP 12 (2019) 060

Search for EWK SUSY in W+higgs final states 

In progress: use AI techniques to target 
semi-compressed models (very relevant for 
models which can also explain g-2 results)

Eur. Phys. J. C 80 (2020) 691

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.12527
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP12(2019)060
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-020-8050-3


Searches for SUSY and dark matter
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Dark matter candidates are of course predicted by SUSY models: in case of very compressed mass 
hierarchy, sparticles might be long-lived
• In this case, chargino decays in O(0.1→1) ns (c𝜏=cm) to stable neutralino and a very soft pion 
• Detector signature is a short track in the pixel detector, leading to soft or undetectable particles 
à a “Disappearing Track” or “Tracklet” 

Disappearing Tracks
X Many SUSY and Exotics models predict weak couplings or compressed mass spectra leading to 

long-lived particles, often with unique or uncovered signatures

X Compressed mass spectra leads to O(100) MeV mass difference between lightest chargino and 
neutralino

X Chargino decays in approximately O(0.1→1) ns (c𝜏=cm) to stable neutralino and very soft 
pion

X Detector signature is a short track in the pixel detector, leading to soft or undetectable 
particles - a “Disappearing Track” or “Tracklet”

X Backgrounds are dominantly “fake” tracklets or scattered SM particles

X Anomaly-Mediated (AMSB) SUSY used as benchmark to compare against other analyses, 
predicts 0.2ns chargino in the pure-wino case, and 0.03ns in the pure-higgsinos case

27/04/2021 James Smith - Disappearing Tracks 4

Analysis Status and 
Future Plans
X Powerful limits but no SUSY yet

X Pure-wino limit: 660 GeV (previous paper: 460 GeV)

X Pure-higgsino limit: 210 GeV (previous paper: 152 GeV)

X Conference note published for Moriond, paper to follow 
shortly

X ATLAS-CONF-2021-15

X Second round of analysis planned targeting uncovered 
regions, particularly short-lifetime

X Using same dataset but new techniques

X Main focus for the next year

X Soft pion reconstruction 

X Shorter tracklets with less hits

X Improved background constraints

X Alternatively, longer tracklets with more hits (SCT 
extension)
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Analysis Status and 
Future Plans
X Powerful limits but no SUSY yet

X Pure-wino limit: 660 GeV (previous paper: 460 GeV)

X Pure-higgsino limit: 210 GeV (previous paper: 152 GeV)

X Conference note published for Moriond, paper to follow 
shortly

X ATLAS-CONF-2021-15

X Second round of analysis planned targeting uncovered 
regions, particularly short-lifetime

X Using same dataset but new techniques

X Main focus for the next year

X Soft pion reconstruction 

X Shorter tracklets with less hits

X Improved background constraints

X Alternatively, longer tracklets with more hits (SCT 
extension)

27/04/2021 James Smith - Disappearing Tracks 5

ATLAS-CONF-2021-15
Paper in preparation

Helen, Monica, James PhD
This signature is very sensitive to several DM models and is one of the main benchmark model considered for 
future colliders. For Run 2, James will focus on improved reconstruction for short lifetimes 

See also James's talk at this meeting
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Dark matter candidates can also be produced in association to heavy flavour quarks 

Search in bb+Missing ET final states

Monica, Hamish PhD

This paper presents a dedicated search for single top quarks produced in association with DM candidates,
exploiting final-state signatures characterised by the presence of: large ⇢miss

T ; jets, possibly arising from the
fragmentation of 1-hadrons (1-jets); and one or two charged leptons, either electrons or muons (✓ = 4, `).
The analysis is conducted using proton–proton (??) collisions at a centre-of-mass energy

p
B = 13 TeV

produced at the LHC and collected by ATLAS between 2015 and 2018, for a dataset corresponding to
139 fb�1. Three analysis channels, characterised by di�erent lepton or jet multiplicities, are optimised
to target di�erent processes: tW1L and tW2L (single-lepton and dilepton final states, respectively) for
the C,+DM events and tj1L for C-channel DM production. The results are interpreted in the context of
2HDM+0 models, considering various assumptions about the most relevant parameters, <0, <�

± , and
tan V. Furthermore, the mutually exclusive tW1L and tW2L analysis channels are statistically combined to
maximise the sensitivity to C,+DM processes.

Previous searches for 2HDM+0 models targeted associated production of DM candidates with Higgs or
/ bosons, as well as DM and a CC̄ pair (referred to as DMCC̄) (see Ref. [24] for CMS and Ref. [22] and
references therein for ATLAS). This search is targeting the unexplored models within ATLAS where
DM produced in association with single top quarks(for CMS results, see Ref. [25]). The analysis is also
sensitive to DMCC̄ processes in regions of the parameter space where the DMC and DMCC̄ production rates
are similar.
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directly, leading to a di�erent phenomenology. For completeness, we exam-
ine a model where � is a Standard Model (SM) singlet, a Dirac fermion; the
mediating particle, labeled �, is a charged scalar color triplet and the SM parti-
cle is a quark. Such models have been studied in Refs. [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. However,
these models have not been studied as extensively as others in this Forum.

Following the example of Ref. [?], the interaction Lagrangian is written as
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directly, leading to a di�erent phenomenology. For completeness, we exam-
ine a model where � is a Standard Model (SM) singlet, a Dirac fermion; the
mediating particle, labeled �, is a charged scalar color triplet and the SM parti-
cle is a quark. Such models have been studied in Refs. [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. However,
these models have not been studied as extensively as others in this Forum.
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directly, leading to a di�erent phenomenology. For completeness, we exam-
ine a model where � is a Standard Model (SM) singlet, a Dirac fermion; the
mediating particle, labeled �, is a charged scalar color triplet and the SM parti-
cle is a quark. Such models have been studied in Refs. [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. However,
these models have not been studied as extensively as others in this Forum.

Following the example of Ref. [?], the interaction Lagrangian is written as
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Figure 1: Representative diagrams of the dark-matter particle j pair production from the 2HDM+0 model considered
in this analysis: (a)–(b) through the C-channel, and (c)–(d) through the C, channel.

2 ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector [26] is a multipurpose particle detector with a forward–backward symmetric
cylindrical geometry and nearly 4c coverage in solid angle.1 The inner tracking detector consists of pixel
and microstrip silicon detectors covering the pseudorapidity region |[ | < 2.5, surrounded by a transition
radiation tracker which enhances electron identification in the region |[ | < 2.0. A new inner pixel layer,
the insertable B-layer [27, 28], was added at a mean radius of 3.3 cm during the period between Run 1 and
Run 2 of the LHC. The inner detector is surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing an axial
2 T magnetic field and by a fine-granularity lead/liquid-argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeter covering

1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point in the centre of the detector. The
positive G-axis is defined by the direction from the interaction point to the centre of the LHC ring, with the positive H-axis
pointing upwards, while the beam direction defines the I-axis. Cylindrical coordinates (A , q) are used in the transverse plane, q
being the azimuthal angle around the I-axis. The pseudorapidity [ is defined in terms of the polar angle \ by [ = � ln tan(\/2).
Rapidity is defined as H = 0.5 ln[(⇢ + ?I)/(⇢ � ?I)] where ⇢ denotes the energy and ?I is the component of the momentum
along the beam direction. The angular distance �' is defined as

p
(�H)2 + (�q)2.

3

t-channel Wt-channel

Search for single top and Missing ET final states

new analysis 

in ATLAS

Table 7: Background-only fit results for the tj1L signal regions. The backgrounds which contribute only a small
amount (/+jets, rare processes such as C,/ , triboson, CC̄ CC̄, CC̄ ,, and Higgs boson production processes) are
grouped and labelled as ‘Others’. The quoted uncertainties of the fitted SM background include both the statistical
and systematic uncertainties.

SRBin0
tj1L

SRBin1
tj1L

SRBin2
tj1L

SRBin3
tj1L

Observed events 360 178 69 29

Fitted SM bkg events 335 ± 74 187 ± 40 67 ± 18 37 ± 7

CC̄ 280 ± 75 151 ± 42 54 ± 16 30 ± 8
,+jets 14.4 ± 5.1 12.4 ± 8.7 2.7+7.5

�2.7 <0.1
Single top 27 ± 14 13.2 ± 7.5 5.7 ± 3.7 3.8 ± 2.5
CC̄+ 5.0 ± 1.6 3.1 ± 1.0 1.4 ± 0.6 1.3 ± 0.5
Diboson 3.3 ± 1.0 2.5 ± 0.8 1.4 ± 0.5 0.8 ± 0.3
Others 4.9 ± 2.4 4.8 ± 2.0 2.0 ± 0.7 1.0 ± 0.4

Reasonable agreement is found between data and SM predictions in all distributions, although a mild excess
of data events is found in the tW2L distributions, accounting for a discrepancy lower than 2f considering
statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 9: Results of the background-only fit extrapolated to all SRs. The normalisation of the backgrounds is obtained
from the fit to the CRs. The upper panel shows the observed number of events and the predicted background yields.
The ‘Others’ category includes contributions from rare processes such as triboson, CC̄CC̄, CC̄,, , and Higgs boson
production processes. All uncertainties defined in Section 6 are included in the uncertainty band. The lower panel
shows the significance in each SR. The significance calculation is performed as described in Ref. [83].
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2-sigma excess which will 
be studied further with 
more data

Monica, Hamish PhD and Matt as PhD

arXiv:2011.09308

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.09308


NEW PHYSICS IN RESONANT AND NON-
RESONANT DECAYS: LEPTOQUARKS
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Leptoquark searches came back to fashion as LQ could explain LHCb anomalies 
In the past, third generation LQ results had been obtained with reinterpretations (Carl, Monica)

This year, we have searched directly for LQ decaying into electron/muon + jets, including charm 
and b-jets.  

Andy, Monica, Adam J PhD
JHEP 10 (2020) 112

First time charm-tagging is directly used for
these searches. Constraints up to 1.8 TeV
(world-best limits)

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP10(2020)112


NEW PHYSICS IN RESONANT AND NON-
RESONANT DECAYS: W, Z PRIME AND MORE
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Searches for heavy gauge vector bosons in different leptonic final states has been the focus of 
Liv team members for several years – one of the work-horses analyses to search for NP
• Previous result on W and Z prime published Uta, Michael PhD
• Non-resonant dilepton search published Jan, Uta, Ricardo PhD

arXiv:2006.12946

Currently working on (1) EFT interpretation (2) on precision 
measurements of high mass DY Jan, Uta, Sam PhD.

See also Ricardo's talk at this meeting

In addition, a search for new phenomena in final states with two 
leptons and one or no b-tagged jets has been finalised (Uta), 
showing intriguing excess in electron channel

ATLAS-CONF-2021-012

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.12946


NEW PHYSICS IN RESONANT AND NON-
RESONANT DECAYS: LFV
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New efforts on LFV now on-going, motivated by recent experimental tensions in R(K) 
measurement @ LHCb and g-2 @ Fermilab hint of BSM physics. 
In addition to the already mentioned higgs in LFV decays: 

• SM BR of 10-55 - 10-56 through neutrino oscillation. BR can be 
enhanced by BSM physics: Z’, leptoquarks, SUSY. 

• Current best limit from Belle: 2.1x10-8
• CMS Run-2 result (2015-2016 data): ~1.1x10-7

• Analysis status: 
• First ATLAS Run-2 result led by Liverpool. 
• Use ML classifier to separate signal events from m(μμμ) 

sideband data and fit m(μμμ) spectrum to extract limit. 
• Finalising ML training and fitting strategy, with initial 

expected results showing sensitivity similar to CMS. 
Publication of result in 2022. 

Carl, Jan, Matt, Conor PhD working on tàµµµ



STANDARD MODEL MEASUREMENTS

28/4/2021

Drell-Yan production of W and Z bosons and the W mass measurement provide crucial tests of 
the SM QCD and EW sectors.
• Working on W mass measurement using Run 2 data, aiming to reduce the uncertainty by a 

factor of 2 once Run 1 and 2 results are combined (Jan, Max, Uta, Harry PhD) 

Zàee/µµ data can also be used to estimate precisely the integrated luminosity: Z-counting

Monica, ATLAS Liverpool 16

Jan, Max, Uta and 
PhDs Michael and 
HarryAT
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A luminosity measurement can be obtained by using the formula

L/ =
#/

f/
, (1)

where #/ is the number of produced lepton pairs after background subtraction and e�ciency corrections,
with the corresponding procedures detailed in Section 2.3, and f/ is the / production cross-section
multiplied by the branching ratio to a single lepton flavour.

Precise measurements of f/!4+4� and f/!`+`� have been obtained experimentally at
p
B = 13 TeV, with

systematic uncertainties (excluding luminosity) of about 1.0 and 1.5% respectively [4]. The value of the
/ ! ✓

+
✓
� cross-section is predicted by calculations at next-to-next-to-leading order QCD with a total

uncertainty of 3–4% at 90% CL, dominated by the current knowledge of the proton parton distribution
functions (PDFs), see Ref. [4] and references therein. As the uncertainties in the ATLAS absolute
luminosity measurement derived using van der Meer scans are approximately 2% [1], the /-counting
method is not yet competitive as an absolute measurement, but it has many powerful features as a relative
luminometer.

The / trigger and reconstruction e�ciencies can be determined with in situ corrections based on data
using “tag-and-probe” techniques, providing a very powerful self-consistency check. The triggering and
reconstruction of high-?T muons and electrons are tuned to be as robust as possible with respect to pileup
[5–8], and these optimizations directly benefit the /-counting method. Therefore the /-counting method
is very stable with respect to pileup, across the entire range covered by the Run 2 dataset. Another strength
of the /-counting method is that it is independent from the absolute luminosity scale determined by the
van der Meer scan and calibration-transfer procedures.

/ production is very well modelled in simulation, and the systematic uncertainties on the calibrations are
largely uncorrelated between the /-counting rate and the other luminometers 3. This feature has been
exploited during Run 2 to perform direct comparisons of the luminosity delivered to ATLAS and CMS,
independently of their primary luminometers and calibrations [9]. Furthermore, /-counting can provide
consistency checks on the absolute luminosity calibrations associated with di�erent periods of data taking.
These calibrations, which are determined once per year only, dominate the systematic uncertainty a�ecting
the baseline integrated luminosity used in ATLAS physics analyses, and have year-to-year uncorrelated
uncertainties in the range of approximately 1.0 to 1.3%.

The note is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the data analysis framework, the event selection
criteria and the derivation of both the data-driven and Monte-Carlo-based correction factors. Section
3 shows results for a typical LHC fill and summarises the performance of the /-counting method as a
function of time and pileup for the various data-taking periods of Run 2. Section 4 summarises the main
observations.

2 Measurement overview

2.1 Framework

The /-counting procedure consists of measuring the rate of reconstructed / boson candidates, calculating
e�ciencies both from data and using Monte Carlo simulated events, and using a theoretical cross-section
to obtain a luminosity estimate. This is done as a function of time, in units of “luminosity blocks” (LBs),
which are the basic time unit for storing ATLAS luminosity information for physics use. The boundaries

3 There is a weak dependence introduced by the use of the determination of the pileup h`i from other luminometers, see
Section 2.5.
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Figure 13: Ratio of the integrated luminosities obtained from the / ! 4
+
4
� and / ! `

+
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� channels

(L/!4+4�/L/!`+`�) for the full Run-2 data-taking period. The G-axis represents the bunch-averaged pileup
parameter h`i, defined as the mean number of inelastic ?? interactions per crossing and is inferred from the baseline
ATLAS luminosity on an LB-by-LB basis [1]. The error bars show the statistical uncertainties only. The green
band contains 68% of all points centred around the mean.
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Dependencies on pile-up 
can be studied this way



Software and detector maintenance 
• Z-counting for precision luminosity measurement is only one of the tasks 

relevant for the whole ATLAS analysis programme carried out by Liverpool 
members. Among others:

• SCT software (Cristiano)
• Study of b- and charm-jets
Andy, Carl, Nikos, Jordan PhD

• Electron identification algorithm improvements and calibration (Eloisa PhD)
• Tau reconstruction through a novel method to identify tau-leptons using calorimeter-

based images of jets as inputs to a convolutional neural network (Matt). 
• Now and for future: work to improve MC generator performance (Jan, Monica) and 

software (Carl) also for HL-LHC (collaboration within SWIFT-HEP)

28/4/2021 Monica, ATLAS Liverpool 17

FTAG-2021-001

http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/FTAG-2021-001/


Conclusions 

• Despite the challenges, it has been a very productive 1+1/2 year
• Congratulations to students, postdocs and academics for their successes 

as well as their dedication  
• Also, for work on ATLAS upgrade, from students qualified/qualifying as ATLAS authors (Hamish,

Alessandro, Ricardo, James, Conor, Ting) to academics actively working on tasks (e.g. Carl, Sergey) 

• Our physics programme has expanded, also responding to intriguing signs 
of new physics elsewhere 

• Run 2 data has still a lot to say, and we are certainly well placed to take the 
most out of them and prepare well for Run 3 and beyond 
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